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Abstract
Ensemble learning is a general technique to improve
accuracy in machine learning. However, the heavy com-
putation of a ConvNets ensemble limits its usage in deep
learning. In this paper, we present Group Ensemble Net-
work (GENet), an architecture incorporating an ensemble
of ConvNets in a single ConvNet. Through a shared-base
and multi-head structure, GENet is divided into several
groups to make explicit ensemble learning possible in a sin-
gle ConvNet. Owing to group convolution and the shared-
base, GENet can fully leverage the advantage of explicit
ensemble learning while retaining the same computation as
a single ConvNet. Additionally, we present Group Averag-
ing, Group Wagging and Group Boosting as three different
strategies to aggregate these ensemble members. Finally,
GENet outperforms larger single networks, standard en-
sembles of smaller networks, and other recent state-of-the-
art methods on CIFAR and ImageNet. Specifically, group
ensemble reduces the top-1 error by 1.83% for ResNeXt-50
on ImageNet. We also demonstrate its effectiveness on ac-
tion recognition and object detection tasks.
1. Introduction
Ensemble learning, a general technique of combining
several models to create a more accurate one, has a vast
and varied history in machine learning. The goal of differ-
ent ensemble methods is to either lower the variance or bias
of the final model, or its error rates. These methods range
from the simple committee of experts and ad-hoc averag-
ing to techniques such as bagging, boosting, stacking, etc.
In the case of deep neural networks, the models of choice
for recognition, ensembling strategies can be grouped into
explicit and implicit methods.
Explicit ensembling strategies are direct extensions of
popular ensemble methods; for example, a committee of ex-
perts [68] – a mainstay in recognition competitions, boost-
ing in neural networks [14, 55, 54, 42, 34, 13]. How-
ever, since deep neural networks are already computation-
ally expensive, explicit ensembling additionally requires
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Figure 1. Framework of Model Ensemble vs. Group Ensemble.
Top: Model Ensemble: ensemble members are trained separately
in multiple ConvNets. Bottom: Group Ensemble: ensemble mem-
bers are incorporated in a single ConvNet.
substantial computational resources compared to individ-
ual networks. On the contrary, implicit strategies focus
on learning a single model with ensemble-like properties.
These implicit strategies follow two complementary direc-
tions: imitating ensemble in a single model using stochastic
operations (e.g., DropOut [57], DropConnect [64], Drop-
Block [19], StochDepth [29], Shake-Shake [18]), and en-
coding ensemble architecturally using ‘multiple paths’ (e.g.,
ResNet [25], ResNeXt [66], DenseNet [28], Inception se-
ries [59, 60, 58]). However, generally, these implicit ap-
proaches cannot take advantage of different model aggrega-
tion strategies (e.g., bagging, boosting, stacking), which are
key in ensemble learning. More importantly, these implicit
ensemble approaches can be enhanced further by explicit
ensemble learning. In this paper, we propose a simple, effi-
cient, and effective approach at the intersection of these two
strategies. Our approach explicitly learns an ensemble, in a
single model itself, formulated using widely used architec-
tural recipes.
ConvNets are a special class of models, which learn
a bottom-up, feedforward hierarchy of feature representa-
tions. Several recent studies [43, 31, 48] presented empir-
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ical insights that different instantiations of the same Con-
vNet architecture (either with different random initializa-
tion or trained on different splits of data) converge to simi-
lar solutions in lower layers (e.g., representing low-level fil-
ters). Moreover, Raghu et al. [48], compared a VGG-style
ConvNet with a ResNet and demonstrated that even differ-
ent ConvNet architectures learn similar lower layers. This
insight leads to the key design principle of our method –
lower layers of different members of a ConvNet ensemble
can be shared, thus reducing the computation cost. Next, we
note that to utilize different model aggregation techniques
from ensemble learning, higher layers and the prediction
layer of individual members of a CovnNet ensemble should
be independent.
Based on these insights, we propose a shared base,
multi-head architecture for learning an ensemble of Con-
vNets (illustrated in Figure 1). The multi-head architec-
ture can be implemented efficiently using grouped convo-
lutions [33, 66], where each group has a different classi-
fier head. Finally, the outputs of the individual classifiers
can be combined using any model aggregation technique.
This simple formulation of a ConvNets ensemble in a single
ConvNet allows for independent (e.g., wagging), sequential
(e.g., boosting), and posthoc (e.g., averaging, stacking) en-
sembling in the same framework of end-to-end training of a
ConvNet with minibatch Stochastic Gradient Descent.
We refer to our proposed network as Group Ensemble
Network (GENet), since a group is the constituent member
of our ensemble. Owing to group convolution and parame-
ter sharing, GENet fully leverages the advantages of explicit
ensemble learning, while retaining the same computation
as a single ConvNet. Additionally, we present Group Av-
eraging, Group Wagging and Group Boosting as three dif-
ferent strategies to aggregate these ensemble members. Fi-
nally, compared with standard explicit ensemble learning,
our GENEt achieves comparable performance while using
much fewer resources (e.g., number of parameters, FLOPs,
and memory consumption). And with roughly similar pa-
rameters, GENet outperforms larger single networks, the
standard ensemble of smaller networks, and other recent
state-of-the-art methods on CIFAR and ImageNet. Specif-
ically, GENet reduces the top-1 error by 1.73%/1.83% for
ResNet-50/ResNeXt-50 respectively on ImageNet. We also
demonstrate its effectiveness on action recognition and ob-
ject detection tasks.
2. Related Work
Model Ensemble. Ensemble learning has a rich and diverse
history in machine learning [68, 17]. By combining sev-
eral well-trained models, ensemble learning [50, 10] is an
effective way to boost performance and is widely adopted
in recognition competitions such as [38, 53]. Methods to
build ensembles can be divided into two types: indepen-
dent frameworks and dependent frameworks. For indepen-
dent frameworks, each model is built independently, and
their outputs are combined as the final output. Examples
include: bagging (bootstrap aggregating) [4], wagging [2],
random forest ensemble [5], or simply a committee of ex-
perts [30, 1, 46]. Wagging (weight aggregation) [3] is a vari-
ant of Bagging, which repeatedly perturbs the training set
by adding Gaussian noise to sample weights. On the other
hand, dependent frameworks use the output of a classifier
in the construction of the next classifier; e.g., incremental
batch learning, boosting [16, 11, 13, 34, 45, 61, 14]. As
opposed to these approaches, where ensemble members are
trained separately in several networks or come from com-
plex model families, members of our group ensemble are
trained in a single ConvNet, which significantly reduce the
model complexity and computation cost.
Parameter Sharing. Parameter sharing [6, 21, 35, 56, 36]
can be seen as one way to regularize parameters by requir-
ing sets of parameters to be shared across several networks.
It is a common practice to improve accuracy while main-
taining the model size, which is widely used in neural ar-
chitecture search (NAS) [47] and multi-task learning (MTL)
[41, 52, 40, 39, 51]. For MTL with convolution networks,
several related tasks are optimized jointly [41], where some
feature representations (early layers in deep ConvNet) are
shared amongst these tasks; e.g. action recognition and pose
estimation [20], object detection and instance segmenta-
tion [24], segmentation and surface normal estimation [41].
Therefore, the network can be divided into two parts based
on its parameters: shared network with generic parameters
(generally bottom layers) and task-specific networks with
separate parameters (generally top layers). By leveraging
training examples of several tasks, shared parameters are
more regularized, which often leads to better generaliza-
tion [9]. Similar to multi-task learning, the parameters of
the bottom layers are shared among multiple head classifiers
in our group ensemble. However, these classifiers focus on
the same task, as opposed to MTL where they focus on dif-
ferent tasks. Although trained on the same task, parameter
sharing still adds an extra regularization for shared-base pa-
rameters.
Grouped Convolution. AlexNet [33] first introduced
grouped convolution as an implementation convenience
to distribute a ConvNet model over two GPUs. Then,
ResNeXt [66] further investigated the trade-off between
groups and channel width for ConvNets, and concluded
that adding more groups can improve model accuracy un-
der given computation cost. Recently depth-wise convo-
lution has been widely studied in many papers, like Mo-
bileNet [26], Xception [12], CSN [62]. By introducing
grouped convolution, all these methods are attempting to
reduce the model size and computational cost, while main-
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taining or improving the model performance. However, for
the proposed group ensemble, it is leveraged to embed mul-
tiple ConvNets in one single network, by splitting the net-
work into several branches using groups and treating them
as individual members in an ensemble. Therefore, our ap-
proach benefits from explicit ensemble learning while keep-
ing the computation complexity similar to a single Con-
vNet.
The work most related to ours are [56, 35, 36, 69],
which also utilizes the multi-head structure for ensemble
learning. However, [56, 35, 69] do not consider computa-
tional efficiency and utilize heavy neural network architec-
tures (simply adding more child networks on the shared-
base), while we reduce the head size to save computation
resources. [56, 36] focus only on the collaborative learn-
ing objective while we explore extensively for architecture
design (e.g., group numbers, split layers) and aggregation
strategies.
3. Group Ensemble
To incorporate an ensemble of ConvNets in a single
ConvNet, we propose Group Ensemble network (GENet),
where one network is divided into several groups (as illus-
trated in Figure 1). The main idea behind this architecture
is that bottom layers in a ConvNet are learning basic visual
patterns (e.g., edges, colors, simple shapes), which can be
shared among ensemble members. The multi-head structure
can be efficiently implemented by group convolution where
each group is one constituent member of our ensemble and
has its own independent head classifier. Besides, we present
Group Averaging, Group Wagging and Group Boosting as
three different strategies to aggregate these head classifiers.
Through group ensemble framework, GENet fully leverages
the advantage of explicit ensemble learning while retaining
the computation cost.
3.1. Network Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, compared to model ensemble
methods, GENet incorporates multiple members in a sin-
gle ConvNet, thus benefiting from explicit ensemble learn-
ing while retaining the computation cost of a single Con-
vNet. To construct multiple constituent members, we build
a multi-head architecture on the shared-base, which can be
efficiently implemented using grouped convolution. Based
on the shared feature representation, each head classifier
generates its own high-level feature representations for the
target task. These independent heads introduce diversity
among ensemble members and incorporate ensemble learn-
ing explicitly in a single ConvNet.
Each head classifier is trained independently (the whole
ensemble is still trained end-to-end simultaneously) with its
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Figure 2. Model Aggregation Strategies. Top: Minibatch loss
for each group (takes group m for demonstration here). Bottom:
Sample weight assignment mechanism. Group Averaging: all
samples are treated equally. Group Wagging: sample weight
randomly chosen from a distribution. Group Boosting: sample
weight is entropy of the former head classifier.
own objective function,
Loss =
n∑
m=1
Lossm, (1)
where Loss is the total objective function, m the group in-
dex, n the number of groups, Lossm the loss for group m,
where a group is an ensemble member. At testing time,
these groups will make predictions independently and their
aggregated predictions are the final output for GENet. As a
result of independent training and prediction, group heads
function just like separate ConvNets.
As will be seen in experiments (Table 4), GENet is a non-
trivial architecture design for explicit ensemble learning.
Through parameter sharing, it not only reduces the com-
putation cost of standard ensemble methods but also gives
an extra regularization for the shared parameters, since the
representation learned from the shared-base is leveraged by
multiple head classifiers. In addition, the independent head
classifiers provide sufficient diversity to group ensemble.
3.2. Aggregation Strategies
In order to ensemble multiple head classifiers into a fi-
nal model, we investigate multiple aggregation strategies.
Depending on the way we assign weights to individual
training samples (illustrated in Figure 2), these aggregation
strategies can be divided into three types: posthoc aggre-
gation (e.g., group averaging, stacking), independent aggre-
gation (e.g., group wagging), sequential aggregation (e.g.,
group boosting). Minibatch loss for each head classifier is
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given by:
Lossm =
1∑b
i=1 wi
b∑
i=1
wili (2)
where Lossm is the minibatch loss for group m, i the sam-
ple index, b the batch size, wi the sample weight, li the
sample loss.
Group Averaging. For group averaging, all samples are
treated equally without bias, which means wi fixed at 1 in
Equation 2. At testing time, their outputs are averaged as
the final prediction. The main idea behind group averag-
ing is that due to different initialization, individual objective
function, and separate gradient backpropagation, ensemble
members will converge to different results. Therefore, they
will usually not make the same errors on the test set, reduc-
ing ensemble variance consequently. To achieve ensemble
diversity, these head classifiers can also be formed by using
different architectures, objective functions, or training set
splits. A detailed analysis of ensemble output can be found
in section 3.3.
Group Wagging. To introduce diversity among head
classifiers, we propose group wagging, an aggregation
method where each training sample is stochastically as-
signed a weight to mimic a perturbed training set. Sam-
ple weights can be drawn from many common distributions,
e.g., uniform distribution, Gaussian distribution. When
sampling from a Gaussian distribution, the instance weight
is:
w ∼ N (1, σ2) , (3)
where w is the sample weight in Equation 2, σ the standard
deviation. By changing σ, one can trade off bias and vari-
ance in group wagging. For example, when increasing the
standard deviation σ, more samples will have their weights
decrease to zero and disappear, thus increasing bias and re-
ducing variance. This is expected as different heads will
have different convergence in such a case, thus leading to
higher ensemble diversity. Group averaging can be seen as
a special case for group wagging when σ is 0, where all
samples are treated equally.
Group Boosting. Besides group averaging and wagging,
we also propose group boosting for dependent aggregation.
Boosting is a general strategy to improve accuracy by re-
peatedly running a weak classifier on various distributed
training samples. The next classifier will focus more on the
misclassified samples when generating its training set.
As boosting is designed for sequential model training,
the error rate and prediction results on the whole training
set are used to construct the next classifier, which requires
too many resources for deep ConvNets. However, since
all constituent members are training in parallel for group
ensemble, we utilize an online boosting strategy per mini-
batch. Specifically, sample entropy of a head classifier is
used as the weight for the next classifier,
Wm = CrossEntropy
(
Pm−1
T
)
(4)
where Wm is sample weights for classifier m, Pm−1 is the
logit output for classifier m − 1, T is temperature for soft-
max. The minibatch loss is the same as in Equation 2, while
the sample weights are replaced by the entropy of the for-
mer classifier. For hard samples of a classifier, the next clas-
sifier will focus more on them due to their high entropy. At
testing time, all head predictions are combined into the final
one for GENet.
3.3. Analysis of Ensemble Output
Here we present an analysis to better understand the out-
put of an ensemble (inspired by [21]). We consider the sim-
ple case of binary classification. Suppose we have a model
ensemble where each models’ output comes from the same
normal distribution,
yi ∼ N
(
µ, σ2
)
, i = 1, 2, ..., n (5)
where y is the softmax output for the correct category, i is
the model index, n the ensemble number, µ the mean value
and σ the standard deviation.
First, we start with independent distributions, where the
average output of the ensemble is also normally distributed,
yˆ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi, yˆ ∼ N
(
µ,
1
n
σ2
)
(6)
As shown by Equation (6), averaging outputs of multiple
independent models reduces the variance, thus stabilizing
the ensemble output.
Next, we consider the ensemble correlation. For two
models with correlation ρ, the ensemble output is given by:
yˆ ∼ N
(
µ,
1 + ρ
2
σ2
)
. (7)
Due to the correlation factor ρ, the variance of ensemble
output gets higher than independent members (ρ = 0).
However, as long as they are not perfectly correlated (ρ =
1), group ensemble will still outperform any of its members.
In other words, group ensemble will perform at least as well
as any of its members, and it will perform significantly bet-
ter if the members are independent.
Figure 3 illustrates this analysis. It shows the ensem-
ble output distribution for binary classification. At a given
capacity for constituent members, more groups and higher
independence will generally lead to better performance.
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Table 1. Accuracy Gains (%) with different GENet architectures on CIFAR-100
Groups in ResNet-56 Groups in ResNet-110 Groups in Wide ResNet-56-2
Split layer 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
Conv2 +1.79 +1.78 +1.5 +1.65 +2.12 +1.7 +1.38 +1.22 +1.42 +2.11 +1.65
Conv3 +1.78 +2.69 +2.4 +2.18 +2.51 +2.79 +2.49 +1.63 +2.22 +2.58 +1.87
Conv4 +2.28 +1.75 +1.22 +2.43 +2.3 +1.92 +1.58 +1.84 +2.02 +1.46 +1.14
FC +0.89 +0.74 +0.93 -0.12 +0.16 +0.58 +1.54 -0.09 +0.73 +1.03 +1.37
Figure 3. Ensemble output distribution. Top Left: Baseline of
a single model. Top Right: Ensemble output of 2 independent
models. Bottom Left: Ensemble output of 4 independent models.
Bottom Right: Ensemble output of 2 models with correlation 0.5.
ρ is the correlation among ensemble members.
Therefore, for group wagging, randomness and perturbation
in minibatch gradient descent further reduces the correla-
tion among groups, leading to higher accuracy as shown in
Figure 3 and Equation 7. On the contrary, entropy boosting
introduces high dependence among branches, which might
deteriorate the ensemble diversity.
4. Experiments on Image Recognition
4.1. Datasets and Implementation Details
CIFAR [32] is an image recognition dataset with 50K train-
ing images and 10K validation images, 10 categories for
CIFAR-10 and 100 categories for CIFAR-100. ResNet-
56 [25], ResNet-110, and Wide ResNet-56-2 (with 2x chan-
nels) with bottleneck block are used, which start with a 3×3
convolution layer, followed by 3 stages, each with n blocks
(6 for ResNet-56, 12 for ResNet-110), and end with a fully-
connected (FC) prediction layer. For the rest of this paper,
we refer to the first block of stage 1 as Conv2, and the same
goes for other stages (e.g., Conv3 for the first block of stage
2). Models are trained for 300 epochs with minibatch size
128, weight decay 0.0001, initial learning rate 0.25, decay
by 0.1 at epoch 180 and 240, and all other experiment set-
Figure 4. Ablation study on group number and split layer. Ac-
curacy gain (%) on CIFAR-100 reported here. Left: Splitting at
layer Conv3. Right: With 4 groups.
tings follow [25]. Top-1 error rates of center-crop are re-
ported on validation set here.
ImageNet consists of 1.2M training images and 50k vali-
dation images for 1K categories. We train ResNet-50 [25],
ResNeXt-50(32×4d) [66] with batch size 512, initial learn-
ing rate 0.2 and a warm-up strategy as in [22] for 300
epochs, decay by 0.1 at epoch 90, 180 and 240. All other
experiment settings follow [25]. The 224×224 center crops
are evaluated on the validation set.
In general, we will keep the parameters comparable
when constructing GENet. For example, when we increase
the number of groups (or heads), we will reduce the num-
ber of channels per-group. Standard deviation σ is 0.2 in
Equation 3, temperature T is 2 in Equation 4, and group av-
eraging is the default aggregation strategy. All experiments
are implemented using PyTorch [44].
4.2. Ablation Study
How many groups work best? We first study the group
numbers for GENet. As shown in Figure 4 left, when in-
creasing groups from 2 to 6, the ensemble gain first in-
creases and then decreases. This is expected as more groups
generally mean higher diversity for ensemble members but
too many groups will reduce the head size and thus deterio-
rating its capacity. Therefore, the most suitable group num-
ber is the one that balances well between member capacity
and ensemble diversity. When splitting at layer Conv3, 4
groups work best for ResNet-110 and wide ResNet-56-2,
and 3 works best for ResNet-56. More results for the abla-
tion study can be found in Table 1.
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Table 2. Aggregation strategies for group ensemble. Top-1 er-
ror (%) reported
Dataset Groups Averaging Wagging Boosting
2 24.31 23.83 23.98
CIFAR-100 3 23.9 23.57 24.06
4 24.19 24.15 24.21
ImageNet 2 22.12 21.81 22.24
Table 3. Output Combination for group ensemble. Top-1 er-
ror (%) reported
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 ImageNet
Probability 4.12 23.96 21.92
Logit 4.1 23.57 21.81
Table 4. Performance when gradually adding GE components
on CIFAR-100. Shared-base means parameter sharing, Ex-
plicitEns means explicit ensemble learning
ResNet-56 ResNet-110 Wide Res-56-2
Baseline 29.25 27.47 26.13
+ Shared-base 28.61 (+0.64) 26.24 (+1.23) 24.98 (+1.15)
+ ExplicitEns 23.9 (+4.71) 21.71 (+4.53) 20.61 (+4.37)
Where to split the network? Then, we investigate the best
split layer for GENet in Figure 4 right. Similar to the previ-
ous observation, the best split layer is the one that balances
well between member capacity and their independence. Al-
though sharing more layers increases the member capacity,
it also leads to a higher correlation between groups. With
4 groups, splitting at layer Conv3 works best for all three
models, ResNet-56, ResNet-110 and Wide ResNet-56-2.
Group Averaging vs. Wagging vs. Boosting. For different
aggregation methods, results of posthoc combination (group
averaging), independent learning (group wagging) and se-
quential learning (group wagging) are shown in Table 2,
where group wagging achieves the lowest errors on both
CIFAR-100 and ImageNet. It suggests that for group wag-
ging, training perturbation enhances the ensemble diver-
sity as expected, thus achieving the best performance. On
the contrary, by introducing dependence between ensem-
ble members, group boosting performs comparably or even
worse with group averaging, which does not show any ad-
vantage as boosting does in standard sequential training.
This confirms the observation in [35, 36] that ensemble-
aware training often hurts for a multl-head network due to
overfitting. More analysis can be found in section 3.3.
Output combination. Finally, for output combination, we
try two different techniques at test time, averaging the log-
its (outputs before softmax) or probability (outputs after
Table 5. Model Ensemble vs. Group Ensemble with similar pa-
rameters. Top-1 error (%) on CIFAR-100
ResNet-56 ResNet-110
Groups Model-Ens Group-Ens Model-Ens Group-Ens
2 25.8 (0.6M) 23.8 (0.6M) 24.0 (1.2M) 22.0 (1.2M)
3 26.1 (0.6M) 23.6 (0.6M) 24.4 (1.2M) 21.7 (1.2M)
4 25.5 (0.7M) 24.1 (0.6M) 23.9 (1.2M) 21.6 (1.2M)
softmax). As shown in Table 3, averaging logits is a bet-
ter choice for combination in all cases.
4.3. Experimental Analysis
In this section, we explore GENet and its members
in more depth to better understand how group ensemble
works.
Parameter Sharing First, we present the results when grad-
ually adding GENet components in Table 4. The baseline
is training with one head, and the parameter sharing result
is the average performance of all head classifiers. As can
be seen, parameter sharing not only reduces the computa-
tion cost but also improves the model capacity for ensemble
members. As analyzed in Section 3.1, the feature represen-
tation learned in the shared-base is leveraged by multiple
head classifiers, which adds an extra regularization to the
shared parameters. To show its effectiveness and fair com-
parison with model ensemble, we construct model ensem-
ble and group ensemble with similar parameters (Table 5).
At given resources, group ensemble shows great advantage
owing to the computational efficiency brought by parameter
sharing.
Explicit Ensemble Learning. Then we analyze the con-
tribution of explicit ensemble learning. As can be seen
in Table 4, although ResNet utilizes implicit ensemble
learning which can be interpreted as an ensemble of mul-
tiple shallow networks [63], it can still benefit greatly
from explicit ensemble learning. We note that it leads to
4.71%/4.53%/4%.37 gain for ResNet-56/ResNet-110/Wide
ResNet-56-2 respectively on CIFAR-100. And due to the
parameter sharing, GENet can fully leverage the advantage
of explicit ensemble learning while retaining the computa-
tion cost.
Combination with Implicit Ensemble Learning. As
discussed in Section , implicit ensemble strategies are
widely used in deep learning and can be divided into two
types: one is through ‘multiple paths’ for architecture de-
sign (e.g., ResNet [25], ResNeXt [66], DenseNet [28]),
and the other is through stochastic operations as a regu-
larization strategy (e.g., DropOut [57], DropConnect [64],
StochDepth [29], Shape-Shake [18]). To see if these ap-
proaches can be further enhanced by leveraging explicit
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Table 6. GE with implicit ensemble architecture: ResNeXt [66].
Top: CIFAR top-1 errors (%). Bottom: ImageNet results
Methods params FLOPs CIFAR10 CIFAR100
ResNext-29-32x4d 4.9M 0.79G 4.38 20.9
+ Group Ensemble 4.9M 0.76G 3.95 18.61
Methods params FLOPs err@1 err@5
ResNext-50-32x4d 25M 4.29G 22.13 6.17
+ Group Ensemble 23.9M 4.22G 20.3 5.3
Table 7. Group ensemble with implicit ensemble regularization
(Shake-Shake [18])
Methods params FLOPs CIFAR10 CIFAR100
Shake-Shake-26-2x32d 3M 0.43G 4.34 22.27
+ Group Ensemble 3M 0.44G 3.99 20.59
Shake-Shake-26-2x64d 11.9M 1.69G 3.47 20.46
+ Group Ensemble 11.9M 1.67G 3.15 18.35
ensemble learning, we conduct group ensemble based on
ResNeXt [66] and Shake-Shake [18].
a) ResNeXt. Similar to GENet, ResNeXt also uti-
lizes group convolution to improve model capacity while
retaining the computation cost. As shown in Table 6,
although ResNeXt leverages implicit ensemble learning
through dense group convolution and residual shortcut, it
can benefit from group ensemble without extra computa-
tion cost, while fully leveraging the advantage of explicit
ensemble learning. A 1.83% gain is seen on ImageNet with
ResNeXt-50.
b) Shake-Shake. Shake-Shake is an implicit ensemble
regularization strategy which combines the output of multi-
ple branches stochastically for the residual block at training
time, and averaging their results for testing samples as an
ensemble strategy. As shown in Table 7, group ensemble
improves the shake-shake baseline greatly while retaining
the same computation of a single ConvNet.
Group Ensemble vs. Ensemble Member. The perfor-
mances of ensemble and its member are shown in Fig-
ure 5, where member performance is represented by their
average error. Their relationship shown in this figure also
agrees with our observation in the ablation study. In Fig-
ure 5 left, adding more groups leads to larger ensemble
diversity, which can be reflected by the performance gap
between ensemble and its members. However, too many
groups will weaken the head capacity and deteriorate the fi-
nal ensemble consequently. For Figure 5 right, splitting too
early (e.g., Conv2) hurt the member capacity while splitting
too late (e.g., FC) degenerates the ensemble diversity. This
should be expected as ensemble members will converge to
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Figure 5. Group Ensemble vs. Ensemble Member on CIFAR-
100. Left: Ensemble diversity (gap between dashed and
solid lines) is enhanced when adding more groups while mem-
bers (dashed lines) are getting weaker. Right: When sharing more
parameters, ensemble members are getting stronger at the cost of
ensemble diversity.
Figure 6. Prediction of Group Ensemble vs. Ensemble member
on CIFAR-100. Different colors correspond to different samples.
For samples where a single model fails, GENet moves toward the
correct category after the ensemble voting
similar results when a large part of parameters are sharing,
otherwise, the small model size will limit its capacity.
Figure 6 shows the prediction of group ensemble and its
members. As can be seen, for testing samples where a sin-
gle model fails, GENet moves toward the correct category
after the aggregation from different members. It suggests
that as long as the ensemble is constructed by diverse and
varied models, group ensemble will perform better than any
of its members.
Computational Efficiency. Finally, we investigate the
computational efficiency of group ensemble in Figure 7. To
construct a series of model family, for model ensemble we
simply add more independent models, while for group en-
semble we add filter width (with best-fit groups). And for
a complete comparison, we also build the Wide ResNet-56
family as another baseline for increasing channel width. As
can be seen, increasing width for GENet is a much more ef-
fective way to build complex models. An interesting obser-
vation is that a clear upper bound exists for standard model
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Figure 7. Computational efficiency of GENet on CIFAR-100
ensemble, while GENet can keep growing stronger by in-
creasing groups and filter width. Also, note that GENet
outperforms Wide ResNet largely due to explicit ensemble
learning.
4.4. Comparisons with the State-of-the-art
To compare with the state-of-the-art, we take approaches
from two categories: other ensemble methods and novel
architectures. For ensemble methods, we choose standard
model ensemble [50], complementary embedding [11] and
collaborative learning [56]. Standard model ensemble [50]
simply trains several independent models and average their
predictions at testing time. Complementary embedding
[11] trains multiple complementary neural networks se-
quentially, where each of them tackles the object categories
in an easy-to-hard way by adapting the category importance
to the error rates of the former classifier. Collaborative
learning [56] also utilizes the multi-head architecture which
they refer to as intermediate-level representation (ILR), to-
gether with a collaborative learning strategy for simultane-
ous head optimization. Since GENet can be seen as a novel
architecture, we also choose SENet [27] and GCNet [7] for
comparison.
For CIFAR experiments in Table 8, we follow the archi-
tecture design in [66] where filter channels are 64, 128 and
256 for each stage respectively. As can be seen, with sim-
ilar parameters and FLOPs, group ensemble outperforms
the baselines by a large margin. Specifically, it improves
the accuracy by 2.85%/2.29% for ResNet/ResNeXt back-
bone respectively on CIFAR-100. Compared with the stan-
dard model ensemble, group ensemble achieves compara-
ble performance while using only 30-40% of computation
resources (in terms of parameters, FLOPs, and memory us-
age).
For ImageNet results in Table 9, group ensemble im-
proves the top-1 error by 1.73%/1.83% respectively on the
ResNet-50/ResNeXt-50 baseline. Compared with the stan-
dard model ensemble, group ensemble achieves comparable
performance using only 50% of computation resources. Ad-
ditionally, GENet outperforms other ensemble approaches,
e.g., complementary embedding [11], ILR [56] while con-
suming much fewer computation resources. It shows that
Table 8. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on CIFAR
Methods params FLOPS CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
ResNet-29 (baseline) 5M 0.76G 5.24 22.98
ResNet-29 Ensemble(2x) 10M 1.52G 4.77 21.49
ResNet-29 Ensemble(3x) 15M 2.28G 4.53 20.01
ResNet-29 + GE (our) 4.9M 0.76G 4.41 20.13
ResNext-29-32x4 (baseline) 4.9M 0.79G 4.38 20.9
ResNeXt29 Ensemble (2x) 9.8M 1.58G 4.02 19.23
ResNeXt29 Ensemble (3x) 14.7M 2.37G 3.89 18.17
ResNeXt29 + GE (our) 4.9M 0.76G 3.95 18.61
Table 9. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on ImageNet
methods params. FLOPs err@1 err@5
ResNet-50 [25] 25.6M 4.14G 23.54 6.97
ResNet-101 [25] 44.6M 7.85G 21.87 6.29
ResNet-50 + SE Layer [27] 28.1M 4.15G 23.29 6.62
ResNet-50 + GC Layer [27] 28.1M 4.15G 22.3 6.34
ResNet-50 + Embedding [11] 102.4M 16.56G 22.12 6.79
ResNet-50 + ILR (2 heads) [56] 49M 6.2G 22.7 6.37
ResNet-50 + ILR (4 heads) [56] 77.8M 7.42G 22.29 6.21
ResNet-50 Ensemble (2x) 51.2M 8.28G 22.04 6.11
ResNet-50 + GE (our) 25.4M 4.21G 21.81 5.99
ResNeXt-50 [66] 25.0M 4.29G 22.13 6.17
ResNeXt-50 + SE Layer [27] 27.5M 4.3G 21.1 5.49
ResNet-50 + ONE [69] 39.58M 5.14G 21.85 5.9
ResNeXt-50 Ensemble (2x) 50M 8.58G 20.54 5.43
ResNeXt-50 + GE (our) 23.9M 4.22G 20.3 5.3
ResNeXt-101 [66] 44.2M 8.03G 21.18 5.57
ResNeXt-101 + GE (our) 44.9M 8.35G 19.67 5.14
group ensemble is an effective architecture fully leveraging
the advantage of explicit ensemble learning while retaining
the computation cost.
5. Experiments on Action Recognition
To show the effectiveness of group ensemble, we con-
duct experiments on action recognition with Something-
Something [23] and Kinetics-200 dataset [67] .
As a common practice, models are pre-trained on Im-
ageNet and an inflation strategy is used for initialization
[8]. For evaluation, we sample 10 clips for each video
and average their predictions. We take the ResNet-50 I3D
model [8, 65] as the baseline, and 8 frames are densely sam-
pled from the original video on both datasets, all other set-
tings follow the SlowFast Network [15].
Table 10 shows the results of group ensemble and
other recent state-of-the-art approaches. As can be seen,
group ensemble improves the I3D baseline by 3% on
Something-Something and 1.4% on Kinetics-200 dataset;
and outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, reaching
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Table 10. Action recognition accuracy (%). Our approach is
based on I3D, where ME means model ensemble, GEavg means
groups averaging, GEwag means group wagging
Datasets I3D S3D-G I3D+ME I3D+GEavg I3D+GEwag
Something2 47.7 48.2 50.1 49.2 50.7
Kinetics-200 78.7 78.5 80.0 79.8 80.1
Table 11. Object Detection on COCO
Methods params AP AP50 AP75 APs APm APl
Faster R-CNN 41.7M 38.2 59.2 41.2 21.7 41.8 49.3
+ Model Ensemble 83.4M 38.9 60.1 42.1 23.2 42.3 50
+ Group Ensemble 41M 39.2 60.0 42.7 23.2 42.5 50.7
50.7%/80.1% respectively. Similar to image recognition,
group wagging performs better than group averaging owing
to the training perturbations.
6. Experiments on Object Detection
We further investigate group ensemble on object de-
tection task using COCO 2017 dataset [38], which con-
tains 118k training images and 5k validation images. We
use Faster R-CNN [49] based on ResNet-50 feature pyra-
mid [37] (following their basic implementation). As a two-
stage object detection, Faster R-CNN is composed of two
parts: region proposal network (RPN) and R-CNN head.
For simplicity, we only utilize group ensemble in the R-
CNN head while keeping the RPN unchanged. More com-
plex combinations of group ensemble and Faster R-CNN
will be explored for future work. As can be seen in Ta-
ble 11, group ensemble consistently improves the AP at
different metrics (AP,AP50, AP75) and for different object
sizes (APs, APm, APl). We note that it improves AP75 by
1.54%. It demonstrates that group ensemble is an effective
and efficient way to improve model capacity across a wide
range of common vision tasks.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose Group Ensemble Net-
work (GENet), which incorporates an ensemble of Con-
vNets in a single ConvNet. Through a shared-base and
multi-head structure, it fully leverages the advantage of ex-
plicit ensemble learning while retaining the computation
cost. In addition, we explore Group Averaging, Group
Wagging, and Group Boosting to aggregate the constituent
members in GENet. Finally, GENet outperforms larger sin-
gle networks, standard model ensemble, and other recent
state-of-the-art methods on CIFAR and ImageNet. We also
demonstrate its effectiveness on action recognition and ob-
ject detection.
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